
 

 
 

Length of programme 27 months 

Qualifications you’ll work for Solicitors Qualifying Exam (SQE Exam 1 and 2) with the Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA) 

Location London and Manchester 

Entry requirements As a general rule, you’ll be expected to meet the following requirements: 

– Minimum grade B GCSE (*) Maths 
– Minimum grade B GCSE (*) English Language 

– Minimum of 120 UCAS points* under the 2017 tariff point system at A Level  

– Minimum 2:1 degree in Law 

Note: (*) Or equivalent 

Please note, we only consider a candidate's 'top' 3 A Level grades and do not accept General Studies. 
 
At KPMG, we look at more than just your academic results. We will review your application, together with your performance in our assessments, to 
ensure that you have the best opportunity to demonstrate your potential. We will be considering your strengths and achievements against KPMG’s 
capabilities alongside a number of other metrics, including technical background and/or experience, to ensure that you have the skills to succeed at 
KPMG. 

 

At times of disruption, we support our clients to adapt to rapidly-changing business landscapes. Side-by-side, we work with 
them to navigate uncertainty. Because wherever there are challenges, we see possibilities. 

By understanding the issues they face and drawing upon our legal expertise along with the wider KPMG capabilities, we’re 
reimagining law. We’re looking for new opportunities and delivering digitally-driven solutions that will help our clients evolve 
and thrive in a new world. 

At the heart of this change are our people – collaboration is pivotal to everything we do. Our approach allows us to supply 
rounded legal solutions inspired by a deep industry knowledge and business insights from our wider practice areas of Tax, 
Consulting and Deal Advisory. All supported by a global legal network operating in 81 countries with access to more than 
2,800 legal professional colleagues worldwide. It’s this multi-disciplinary approach that sets us apart and which, from day 
one, will give you the opportunity to experience a broad range of legal projects with exposure to the wider KPMG network, 
here and abroad. 

Working with some of the world’s biggest companies, you could find yourself on projects ranging from Business 
Structuring, Regulatory Compliance and Contentious & Disputed Matters, right through to Deals & Finance, Workforce & 
People and Data, Digital and Technology. Underpinning all our work is our innovative use of technology. Our legal trainees 
have access to advanced digital solutions and we actively encourage a strong technology focus. 

If you want to be part of shaping the future of law in a career that’s full of intellectually stimulating work and variety, you’re 
in the right place. You’ll work alongside, and learn from, some of the brightest minds as you rotate across a number of 
practice areas and help to solve some of our clients’ most complex legal and business problems. You’ll use your natural 
curiosity, digital mindset and desire to work together to explore new ideas and deliver exceptional results. 

The work can be challenging at times, but in return for your commitment, you’ll be supported through your professional 
qualifications so you can develop all the skills you need to fulfil your potential. You’ll also be encouraged to make a 
difference through volunteering days and community initiatives as part of an agile, inclusive environment where everyone is 
encouraged to be themselves, and empowered to be their best.  
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In depth 
 
As a KPMG Law trainee, you’ll rotate into a number of 
legal specialisms over your 27-month training contract. 
This will include areas such as Contentious & Disputed 
Matters where we resolve regulatory-driven claims and 
disputes with public authorities. 
 
In Business Structuring, Reorganisation & Change, you 
could find yourself collaborating with our clients to 
structure and implement business or group change, 
enabling them to stay relevant, compliant and 
competitive. Or within Private and Family Office, helping 
our high net worth clients to manage their private affairs. 
 
And in Workforce & People Solutions you could be 
helping to provide legal solutions to support our clients’ 
workforce such as immigration and employment law - 
you’ll work with resourcing experts and technologies to 
combine strategic business insight with practical legal 
advice. 
 
Careers in KPMG Law 
 
The remit of KPMG Law is broad – and it’s global. The 
legal expertise we provide is robust and reflective of our 
commitment to delivering the best outcomes for our 
clients. Our ability to see things from our clients’ 
perspectives means we don’t just focus on the small 
details; we also look at the bigger commercial picture. 
 
The work you do here will be varied. With responsibility 
from day one, your first rotation could see you working 
on a compliance project, or you might be advising on a 
situation that’s arisen because of a macro-economic or 
regulatory issue, such as a transaction or contentious 
matter. It could be that you’re using your skills to help 
organisations transform by employing new technologies 
or rethinking how they operate.  
 
It’s all about helping clients to achieve their business 
outcomes. 

 
Our global client base and the breadth of what we do 
makes this an exciting place to be, and as we’re going 
through a rapid period of growth, this also means more 
opportunities for you to develop your career in the 
direction you choose. Put simply, KPMG Law gives you 
real scope to build a law career that’s everything you’re 
looking for – and more.  
 
Legal services at KPMG Law 
 
− Business Structuring, Reorganisation & Change 
− Contentious & Disputed Matters 
− Regulatory, Compliance & Governance 
− Data, Digital and Technology 
− Deals & Finance 
− Workforce & People 
− Private, Family & Ownership 
− In-house Legal Function 
− Contracts & Third-Party Risk 

 
Training and development 
 
The training, development and regulation of our 
professionals is critical to the future success of our 
business which is why our people are trained to become 
experts in their field and supported to study for a 
professional qualification. All our new legal graduate 
entrants study for the Solicitors Qualifying Exam 1 and 2 
(SQE) with the Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA).  
 
Throughout the 27-month training contract you will gain 
a broad experience, rotating across our main business 
solutions. This will provide you with the skills and 
knowledge to enable you to specialise in one of these 
areas upon qualifying as a solicitor. Our graduate 
programmes offer a permanent contract, which 
progresses upon successful qualification. 
 
Trainees who apply to regional office vacancies will be 
given the additional opportunity to relocate to the 
London office for a period of 6-12 months to ensure a 
breadth of experience and to build important networks. 

 

 

 

 

Contact us 
T: +44 (0) 800 328 5764 

E: graduate@kpmg.co.uk 
 
 
kpmgcareers.co.uk 

 
The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. Although we endeavour to 
provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will continue to be accurate in 
the future. No one should act on such information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation. 

© 2020 KPMG LLP, a UK limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International 
Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved. Printed in the United Kingdom. 
The KPMG name and logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of KPMG 
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